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Abstract. Heat flow and radioactive heat production data were obtained in the
Canadian Shield in order to estimate the crustal heat production and the mantle
heat flow. Severalmethodshave been usedto determineradioactiveheat production
in the crust. The analysis yields valuesfor the mantle heat flow in the craton that

are consistently
between7 and 15 mW m-2. Assuming
that the lithosphere
is in
thermal equilibrium, we investigate the conditions for small-scale convection to
supply the required heat flux through its base. For a given creep law, the thickness
of the lithosphere, the temperature at the base of the lithosphere, and the effective
viscosity of the mantle are determined from the value of the mantle heat flow
beneath the shield. The viscosityof the mantle dependson the creep mechanism

andon the fluid content.Wet diffusion
creepimpliesa viscosity
between1020and
1021pas, corresponding
to a mantletemperature
of 1620K at a depthof 250 km.
The other creep mechanismscan be ruled out becausethey imply valuesfor viscosity
and texnperatureinconsistentwith geophysicaldata. For a given creep law, there is
a minimum mantle temperature below which equilibrium cannot be reached. For

wet diffusioncreep,this minimummantletemperature(1780K at 280 km depth) is
closeto that of the well-mixed(isentropic)oceanicmantleat the samedepth. For a
thermally stable lithosphere,our model requiresthe mantle heat flow to be at least

13 mW m-2 and the compositional
lithosphere
to be lessthan 240km.
1. Introduction

Heat flow data have been usedto investigatethe thermal structure and compositionof the lithosphere. Early

al., 1980] and, only in Archeanprovinces,it might be
lower than in youngerterranes[Morgan,1985]. The

reason for the lower heat flow of Archean provinces
is
still debated. Some authors suggestlower crustal
studies have used the measured surface heat flow as a
heat production[e.g.,Morgan,1985;Pinet et al., 1991;
constraintonthe composition
of the Earth [Birch,1954;
Lenafdic,1997]. Accordingto others[e.g.,Nybladeand
Wasserburget al., 1964; Clark and Ringwood,1964].
Pollack,1993],cratonsare thickerthan the surrounding
The pattern of oceanic heat flow is well explained by
provinces,which acts to divert heat away from them.
the coolingplate model[SclaterandFrancheteau,
1970;
Jordan[1975,1978]proposed
differences
in uppermanParker and Oldenburg,1973]. For the continentsthe
tle compositionbetweenthe continentsand the oceans.
heat flow includes a large contribution of crustal raAccording to him, basaltic melts were extracted from
dioactivity. The average heat flow does not vary sigthe upper mantle beneath the continents when the cranificantlyfor provincesolder than 400 Ma [Sclateret
tons stabilized. There is thus a chemicalboundary layer
beneath shield areas, which does not take part in the
mantle
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convection.

The discrimination between crustal heat production
and the mantle component of heat flow is essentialto
characterize the thermal structure of the lithosphere.
Recent determinations of the averagecrustal heat pro-

ductionvarywithina largerangeof 0.7 to 1.3/zW m-3
[Wedepohl,1991;Rudnickand Fountain,1995; Taylor
15,269
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and McLennan,1995]. Suchbulk estimatesrely on assumptions regarding the average structure and thickness of the continental crust and may not easily be
compared to surface heat flow values which represent
a different statistical sample. Comparingthe local heat
flow distribution

and crustal structure

in a well-known

geologicalprovince should give more reliable estimates,
but this procedure is seldom used. Many authors have
assumed that the mantle heat flow is •

25 mW m -2

in stable continental regions, because this is the lowest

measuredvalue[e.g.,Pollackand Chapman,1977;Cermak and Bodri, 1986]. This requiresthe wholecrust
below specificmeasurementsitesto be completelydevoid of heat-producingelements. On the other hand,
the analysis of heat flow and heat production data in

graphic imageslump them together. In the secondpart
of this paper, we will examine the implications of the
mantle heat flow valuefor the transport of heat into the
lithosphere. We shall discusshow lithosphericthickness
and mantle heat flow can be calculated from a model of

heat transport into the lithosphere.

2. Mantle
Canadian
2.1.

Heat

Canadian

Heat Flow
Shield
Flow

and Heat

Beneath

Production

the

in the

Shield

Early attempts to calculate mantle heat flow relied
on an empirical relationship between heat flow and heat
production rate, the so-called linear heat flow relation

the NorwegianShieldled SmithsonandRamberg
[1979]
1970].
andPinet andJaupart[1987]to conclude
that the man- [Birchet al.,1968;Royetal.,1968;Lachenbruch,
tle heat flow is about 11 mW m -2. Such a value is much

lowerthan what has been commonlyassumedin studies
of the continental lithosphere.
In order to determine the relative contributions of

mantle heat flow and crustal radioactivity to the total heat flow at the surface,a programof heat flow
measurements was undertaken

in the Canadian

Shield

It wassuggestedthat crustalheat productiondecreases
exponentiallyas a functionof depth downto the Moho.
Independent verification from direct determinations of

crustalcompositionwasnot possibleas little wasknown
about the lower crust. Indeed, the linear heat flow rela-

tion was usedby geochemists
to constrainthe compo-

sitionof the lowercrust[TaylorandMcLennan,
1985].
Duringthe past25 years,therehasbeenmuchprogress

[Mareschal
et al., 1989;Pinetet al., 1991;Guillouet al., in our understandingof continentalheat flow. First, the
1994;Guillou-Frottier
et al., 1995,1996].The Canadian significance
of the empiricalheat flow relationshiphas
Shieldhas not beenactivetectonicallyfor 1000Ma and
beenquestioned
[England
et al., 1980;Jaupart,1983].

it juxtaposesProvincesof differentages.It exposesdif-

ferent crustal levels, and there is an extensive data set
on the U, Th, and K concentrationsof the major rock

With more data available, the number of anomalies

from the relationhas increased[e.g., Jaupartet al.,
1981]. Also, it was shownthat for the rather small

typesallowingreconstruction
of crustalcolumns[Ash- wavelengthsinvolved,surfaceheat flow is only sensiwal et al., 1987;Fountainet al., 1987].This makesthe tiveto shallowheatproduction
contrasts
[Jaupart,1983;
Canadian Shield a very favorableregionto undertake a Vasseurand $ingh, 1986]. Second,a better evaluastudy of crustal heat production. In this paper, we shall

first outline how the Canadian Shield data constrain

tion of the lower crustal componenthas resultedfrom
systematicinvestigationsof large granulite facies ter-

crustal heat production and mantle heat flow. We shall
explain how we calculated the mantle heat flow and ob-

rains[FountainandSalisbury,
1981;Ashwalet al., 1987;
Fountainet al., 1987]and xenolithssuites[Rudnick,

tained by variousmethodsvaluesthat are consistently 1992].It wasshownthat granulitefaciesterrainswhich
For such low values of the
are found today at the Earth's surfacehad resided for
mantle heat flow, temperature profilesat depth do not extendedperiodsof time at depthand henceare truly
intersectthe mantle solidus[Pollackand Sass,1988; representative
of the lowercrust[Mezger,1992]. The
McKenzie,1989]. Thus one must specifyother condi- heat productionvaluesof granulitefaciesterranesin
lower than 15 mW m -2.

tions at the baseof the lithosphere.Chapman[1986] differentareasof the SuperiorProvinceare very conrequiredthat the base of the lithospherelies along a sistent(• 0.4 /•W m-3), and appearto be represenmantle adiabat. However, this assumesthat the mantle tative of all granulitefaciesterranesworldwide[Pinet
is well mixed everywhere, which is supported neither a'nd,laupa'rt,1987]. Third, the numberof heat flow
by tomographicimages[Montagner,1994]nor by dy- determinationsin Archeanand Precambrianprovinces
namical

models of mantle

convection

with

continents

has increased. In the Canadian Shield the number of

[Gurnis,1988;GuillouandJaupart,1995;Lenafdicand heat flow measurements
has beenmultipliedby more
Kaula, 1996;Doin et al., 1997]. Furthermore,this ap- thanfour sincethe compilation
of Jessopet al. [1984]
proach neglectsthe coupling between the lithosphere [Drury,1985;Drury and Taylor,1987;Mareschal
et al.,
and the convectingmantle. From the thermal point 1989; Pinet et al., 1991; Guillou et al., 1994; Guillouof view, the lithosphere may be defined as a thermal Frotrier et al., 1995, 1996]. It wasshownthat for the
boundary layer where heat is transported by conduc- Archean Abitibi subprovincewhere surfacerocks have

tion. This heat must be providedby the underlying low heat production,there is no relationshipbetween
mantle, implying the existenceof a convectivebound- surfaceheat flow and surfaceheat production.Finally,
ary layer beneath the lithosphere. Becausetemperature the structure of the deep crust is better known from
variescontinuouslythroughthesedifferentlayers,tomo- both gravity and seismicstudies[e.g., Cloweset al.,
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1992].It wasconfirmedthat the lowercrustis as heterogeneous
as exposedgranulitefaciesterrains. It was
alsofoundthat crustalthickness
is variable[e.g.,Green
et al., 1988; Percival et al., 1989] and couldbe substantiallylargerthan the averagevalueof 35 km which
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the Archeau. Heat flow is markedly higher in the Ap-

palachians,but this is againdue to highercrustalheat

production
(Table1). Jaupartet al. [1982]haveshown
that when sites on late intrusives are excluded, the av-

erageheat flow in the Appalachians
is identicalto the
averagevaluesin the GrenvilleandSuperior.Indeed,in
averagecrustalthicknessbeneaththe CanadianShield their originalstudy,Roy et al. [1968]groupedGrenville
sites from the Adirondacks and Appalachians sites in
is 42 J: 2 km [Cloweset al., 1992].
Table I summarizes the extensive data set now availa singleheat flow province,becausethey all satisfied

was commonlytaken for reference. For example, the

able for the Archeau and Proterozoic provincesof the
Canadian Shield. The dispositionof these provincesis

the same heat flow versusheat production relationship.

nations,is 42 J: 10 mW m-2, 4 mW m-2 lessthan

Shield.

The high Appalachianheat flow is due to a relatively
shownon the map (Figure 1). The averageArcheau thin enrichedupper crustal layer and providesno eviheat flow, based on a total of 57 individual determi- dencefor mantleheat flow higherthan in the Canadian

estimatedby $clater et al. [1980]and by Morganand
$ass[1984]. In a world-widecompilation
whichdoes
not include the recent Canadian Shield measurements,

Nybladeand Pollack[1993]foundalmostidenticalvaluesfor the averageand standarddeviationof heat flow

2.2. Bulk Crustal Composition in Precambrian
Shields

In this section,we compareestimatesof the average

valuesin Archeauregions(41 J: 11 mW m-2). The crustalheat productionderivedfrom variousgeochemlargenumberof measurements,and the agreementwith
the new and independent data from Canada, indicate
that these values are truly representative of Archeau
provincesand are unlikely to changewith further studies. For these data sets, however, the standard deviation remains quite large, and reflectssignificantlocal
variations due to the complex assemblageof Archeau
crust. Such large local variations make the comparison of heat flow data with petrological and geochemical
models of the crust difficult. The Early Proterozoic

ical and petrologicalmodels(Table 2). One approach
is to useaveragevaluesfor a set of representative
rock
typesand estimatesof their proportionsin a crustal

column[Haack,1983;Condie,1993;Wedepohl,
1991].
A secondapproachrelieson local exposures
of terrains
of variousmetamorphicgrades,xenolithssuitesand a

suitablecrustalmodel[RudnickandFountain,1995].
A third approachis to followa specificgeneticmodel
for continental crust formation, for example, in island

arcsor in oceanicplateaus.The difficultyliesin assessTrans-Hudson
Orogen(formelyChurchillProvince)has ing the reliabilityof the crustalmodelfor comparison

an averageheat flowof 44 mW m-2, slightlyhigher with heat flow data. The continental crust is a highly
mixtureof old and youngcrustalrocks
than the Archeau value. This small increase may seem heterogeneous
compatiblewith the idea that continentalheat flow decreaseswith age, but it is in fact due to the high heat
productionin the ThompsonBelt [Guillou-Frottieret
al., 1996]. The absenceof an age-dependent
pattern is
confirmedby the Late ProterozoicGrenville province,
where the averageheat flow is the same as that of

Table

intruded by mafic melts, and henceno simplepetrologicallogiccan be followed.The recentlyrecognized
importanceof maficintrusionsin the continentalcrust
explainswhy simplepetrologicalmodels,suchas that
by Wedepohl
[1991],for example,invariablyleadto the
largestvaluesof crustalradioactivity.

1. Heat Flow Statistics for the Canadian Shield

Q •: s.d., •
< A > •: s.d.,
mW m- •' NA I
/•W m-3
Reference
45 + 12
21
1.4 + 1.2
1, 2 , 6

Province
Superior(exceptAbitibi)

NI
26

Huronian
Abitibi

5
26

51 + 7
37 + 7

21

0.4 ß 0.3

Total Superior(2.7 Ma)
Churchill(Trans-Hudson)
(1.8 Ma)
Grenville(1.0 Ma)
NorwegianShield(1.0 Ma)
Appalachians
(0.4 Ma)

57
30
30
25
79

42 + 10
44 + 12
41 :t:11
45 + 8
57:t:13

44
20
17
25
50

0.95+ 1.0
0.6 + 0.4
0.8
1.6
2.6 :t:1.9

1
1, 3, 6

1, 2, 6
4, 5 ,7
1, 2

8,9

References:
1, Pinet et al. [1991,and references
therein];2, Guillou-Frottier
et a/.,[1995,
and references
therein];3, Guillouet al. [1994];4, Drury [1987];5, Guillou-Frottieret al.

[1996];6, Mareschal
et al., submitted
manuscript;
7, Mareschal
et al. [1997];8, Birchet al.
t Number

of determinations.

*Heat flow (meanandstandarddeviation).
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Hearne

$uperio
Province

Figure 1. Map showingthe Precambrian in North America with the main provincesof the

CanadianShield.K is the Kapuskasing
structuralzone. (Adaptedfrom Hoffman[1989].)

Rudnickand Fountain[1995]haverecentlygivena
comprehensivecompilation of chemicalanalysesof lower
crustal material. Unlike major elementsand most trace
elements, Uranium and Thorium concentrationsexhibit
highly skewed distributions. This may be attributed
to their highly incompatible characteristicsand, in the
caseof Uranium, to its large mobility. The median values of the distributions are systematically smaller than

the areas for each rock type and calculate an areaweightedaverage. In this case,the "outliers" are rock
types which representa negligiblefraction of the crustal

assemblage.
Usingthe studiesof Ashwalet al. [1987],
Fountain et al. [1987], as well as many other publishedreports,Pinet andJaupart[1987]andPinet et al.
[1991]appliedthis methodto four well-sampled
different granulitefaciesterrains(the Kapuskasing
and Pik-

the meanvalues. Rudnickand Fountain[1995,p.293] witonei areas of the Superior Province, the Egersund
area in southernNorway, and the Ivrea Zone, Italy)
choseto focus on the former values, in order to "minimize the effectsof outliers in small samplepopulations."
Another method is to assumethat, in a province, con-

centrationsfor a given rock type are valid for all the
province. Using geologicalmaps, one may determine

and three different amphibolite faciesterrains from the
Superior Province. For the granulitesthey found averageheat productionvaluestightly clusteredaround0.40

/•W m-3. Averagevaluesfor threeAustraliangranulite

Table 2. Crustal Models for Radiogenic Elements

Bulk

crustal

U,

Th,

ppm

ppm

K20,

1.3
1.8
1.2

4.8
3.3
5.8

1.3
0.9
1.6

1.1

4.5

•

/•W m- 3

Reference

models

Andesite(whole Earth)
Andesire(Archeart)
Global crust/mantle budget

0.79

1

0.78

2

1.5

0.86
0.74

3
4

Archean upper crust
Shales

1.5

5.7

1.8

0.95

Direct sampling

1.2

9.6

2.4

1.20

1

5-7

References:1, Taylor and McLennan[1985];2, Condie[1993];3, Allegreet
al. [1988];4, Galer et al. [1989];5, Eade and Fahrig[1971];6, Ashwalet al.
[1987];7, Fountainet al. [1987].
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that the heat production in the Precambrian crust could

and 0.4/•W m-3. For the amphibolitefacie•s
terrains, be divided into Archean and Proterozoic, with an averof 0.51/•W m-3 and0.89/•W m-3
averageheat production valuesare between 1.0 and 1.2 ageheatproduction
/•W m-3. Thesedifferentdata setsare consistent.
We respectively.These valueswould then yield mantle heat
shall use these values becausethey come from regions flowvaluesof 21, 7, and 4 mW.m-2, for the Superior,
Churchill, and Grenville provinces,respectively. Average heat flow values vary within provinces because of
changesin crustal structure and thickness. For exam-

directly relevant to our heat flow data. For example,
the Egersundregionof the NorwegianShield,which was
once part of a continental block including the Grenville
Province, provides a window into the Grenville lower

ple, the averageheat flowin the Abitibi subprovince(37

crust.

mW m-2) is significantly
lowerthanthe averagefor the

Superior. This is due to the large amountsof greenstone
terranes with low radioactivity which are unaccounted
for in most global crustal models. Differencesin heat
termine average crust and mantle compositions which flow and crustal structure between the Norwegian and
the Canadian Grenville, that will be discussedlater, are
are mutually consistent with one another and with the
bulk Earth composition[O'Nions et al., 1979; Galer et another example of this problem.
Averaging over the whole Precambrian allows more
al., 1989;All•gre et al., 1983,1988].Thesevariousstudies lead to a smallrangeof 0.74-0.86/•W m-a for the reliable comparisonsbetween different data setsbecause
averageheat productionfor all crustalages,including a major fraction of the continentalcrust is sampledand
local heterogeneitiesare smoothed out. Furthermore,
rocksyoungerthan Precambrian(Table 2).
The validity of crustalmodelsmay be assessed
by because of its large volume, the average Precambrian
consideringestimatesfor the upper and lower crust and crust must be closeto the bulk crust of the global chemseismological
constraintson crustalstructure. The up- ical budgets. The average Precambrian heat produc-

One useful referenceis providedby a global chemical
budget for the planet. The continental crust has been
formed at the expenseof the mantle. Thus one may de-

tion is 0.84/•W m-a accordingto lrludnickand Fountain [1995],whichis indeedwithin the rangeof the bulk
chemical
estimates
of 0.74-0.86/•Wm-a. Following
NybladeandPollack[1993],the averageheatflowthrough
is 46 mW m-2, with a negliagesof the uppercrust[TaylorandMcLennan,1985]. Precambriancontinents
gible
error
of
+1
mW
m
-2
dueto uncertainties
in the
Theselead to valuesbetween0.95 and 1.20 /•W m-a

per crust may be sampleddirectly, and straight averageshavebeen madeoverlarge areas,mostnotablyin
the CanadianShield [Eade and Fahrig, 1971; Shawet
al., 1986]. Others have taken shalesas natural aver-

ibr the upper crust, that is, those parts of the crust
with metamorphic grade lower than granulite. For the

lowercrustwe take the averageheat productionof gran-

ulite faciesterranes,0.40 /•W m-a. Usingtheseestimates, we may calculate a bulk crustal averagegiven
the proportions of upper and lower crustal material. In

the seismicshieldmodelsof Holbrooket al. [1992]and
Durrheim and Mooney[1991],the lowercrust is identified by higher seismicP wave velocitiesin the range

of 6.8-7.2 km s-•, and makesup 16 out of 45 km of
the crustal column. Taking values between 0.95 and

1.20/•W m-a for the uppercrustand0.40/•W m-a for

proportionsof Archean and Proterozoiccrust (seethe
discussion
by Rudnick and Fountain [1995]). For an
average Precambrian crustal thicknessof 45 kin, the
global estimates of crustal heat production lead to values of the mantle heat flow between 9 and 15 mW m -2.

Available estimates of bulk crustal heat production
are in closeagreementfor Proterozoic provinces,in contrast to Archean provincesfor which there are large discrepancies. For the Canadian Shield, the heat flow data
do not support the differencesbetween Archean and
Proterozoic crust suggestedby somegeochemicalmodels.

Because

the mantle

heat flow is a small residual

value, it is sensitiveto even small errors on the crustal
the lower crust, we find bulk Archeancrustal averages
of 0.76 and 0.91 /•W m-a, respectively.Thesevalues heat production estimates. To ascertain our estimates,
we have looked in greater detail at the relationship beare remarkably similar to those deducedfrom global tween heat flow and local crustal structure.
chemical budgets. Average Archean crust is likely to

be poorer in radioelementsthan youngercrust [Rudnick and Fountain,1995]. Thus, for compatibilitywith
the global chemical budgets, we are led to select the

2.3.

Heat

Flow

in the

Eastern

Canadian

Shield

A systematic study of the Canadian Shield has led

lowervalueof 0.76/•W m-a for the averageheat pro- to a detailed heat flow map of the Archean Abitibi subduction

of Archean

crust.

Over a crustal thickness of

provinceand its boundarieswith the Kapuskasingstruc-

45 km, this implies a crustal heat flow componentof 34

tural zone and the youngerGrenvilleprovince[Pinet
mW m-2. With the averageArcheanheat flow value et al., 1991; Guillou et al., 1994: Guillou-Frottier et
of 41 mW m-2, this leadsto a mantle heat flow of 7 al., 1995]. Heat flow increasessystematicallyfrom the
m•V m -2 .

The problem with suchglobal reasoningis illustrated
by the Canadian Shield,wherethe averagecrustalthick-

Grenville front to the Kapuskasinguplift over a distance of m 500 kin. There is also a sharp drop of

about 20 mW m -2 over a distance of 70 km across the
nessis 42 km. Rudnickand Fountain[1995]suggested Ivanhoe Lake fault, which separates the Abitibi from

15,274
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the Kapuskasinguplift. This demonstratesthat these
variationsof heat flow are of crustalorigin (Figure 2).
The long-wavelength
variation in heat flow is accompanied by an increasein Bouguergravity. Taken to-

500

!

i

i

5

10

15

(/) 4oo-

getherwith seismic
results,thesetwodatasetsprovide
constraintsthat restrictcrustalmodelsand the man- .O_
tie heat flow to a very narrow range. In the Abitibi

'• 300-

subprovince,
three
crustal
lithologies
dominate:
greenstones,tonalite-trondjemite-granodiorite,
and granulite

faciesrocks.Largeoutcrops
of thesethreelithologies
are exposedin the shield, allowingdirect measurements

of theirdensities
andheatproduction
rates.•uillouet

al.[1994]
generated
aseries
ofcrustal
models
byvary-

ingthemantle
heatflow,thethicknesses
ofthethree • 100
lithologicalunits, their densities,and heat production
rates. Only a limited number of modelsmeet the constraints of both gravity and heat flow data within the
error limits set at 2 mW m -2 for the heat flow and

0

4 mGal for gravity. These successful
modelsrepresent
the whole set of solutions.

models that fit the data within the given error limits

(Figure3). Modelscouldbe foundto satisfythe data
•

2o

Heat Flow mW m -2

The results can be illus-

trated by a histogramof mantleheat flowvaluesfor the

-20

0

Figure 3. Histogram of mantle heat flow valuesthat
yield a model compatible with gravity and heat flow
data. The model assumesthree crustal layers: greenstone metasedimentary and volcanics, tonalires, and
lower crustal granulites.

-30 -

only when the mantle heat flow lies between 7 and 15

-40 -

mW m-2. The averageand mostprobablevaluesare
12 and 13 mW m-2, respectively.The valuefor the

-50-

Abitibi is within the range of the global Precambrian
models.

-60

This result has been derived from a self-consistency
argument over a large data set. Values of heat production for the upper and lower crust were not fixed
but were left to vary. Thus, for example, fixing the
heat production value of lower crustal assemblages
at a

-70

-80

-90

i

-85

-80

60

-70

smallvalueof 0.2 /•W m-3, say,requireschanging
all
the other

variables.

•

2.4. Low Heat Flow Regions of the Canadian
Shield
5O

The validity of the mantle heat flow estimate may
be assessedby consideringspecificsituations. In the
Kapuskasing area, a reliable surface heat flow of 33
mW m-2 was•neasured
in a deepborehole.In the area,
granulite facies terranes have been brought to the sur-

faceby largethrustfaultswith low dip angles[Percival,
1994]. Measurements
on rock samplesfrom the gran-

Kap.
G.F.
20

I

-85

-80

ulite faciesterranes in this area yielded an averageheat

I

-75

longitude

-70

productionrate of 0.40 pW m-3 [Ashwalet al., 1987].
Rocks from the borehole

used for heat flow determina-

tion at Kapuskasing have an average heat production

2. Heat flow and gravity profiles acrossthe rate of 0.46 pW m-s. A lowerboundfor the crustal
Abitibi greenstonebelt. The gravity profile is along heat production is obtained by assumingthat the en49øN; the heat flow profile includesall valuesbetween tire crust has the same heat production than the granFigure

48 øand 50 øN.

ulites. The crustal thicknessin the Kapuskasingarea is
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at least45 km [Bolandand Ellis, 1989;Percivalet al., fromourestimateof 0.40•W m-s, astheerrorsonheat
1989; Wu and Mereu,1992].This yieldsa lowerbound flow and crustal thickness are about 4- 2 mW m -2 and

of 18 mW m-'• for crustalheatproduction
andconse- 4-2 km, respectively. In the Egersund, the presenceof
quently an upper boundof 15 mW m-2 for the mantle large amountsof mafic rocksin the deep crust is ruled
out by gravitydata [Smithsonand Ramberg,1979].
One might arguethat low heat flowvaluesare anoma-

heat flow.

lousand cannotbe interpretedusingan averagelower 3. Mantle
crustal composition. This is not consistent with the

Heat Flow and Lithosphere

Thickness

observations:
low heat flow regions(< 32 mW m-2)

Convection
Beneath
the
are found throughout the Canadian Shield and corre- 3.1. Small-Scale
Lithosphere
spond to large areas where the mid and lower crusts
are exposed. For instance, very low heat flow values
In a study of the thermal and dynamical stability
have been reported for the Adirondacksor in the lower of continents,Doin et al. [1997]have considered
the

St. Lawrencevalley,morethan 500 km awayfrom the
GrenvilleFront [Birch et al., 1968; Guillou-Frottieret
al., 1995].The heat flowprofileacrossthe Abitibi subprovince(Figure 2) showsthat the heat flow valuesare
consistently
lowin the east(27-28mW m-•). The absenceof dispersiongives confidencethat the error on
these values is small.

These values are found in a re-

gion that extends deeply into the Grenville Province

supply of heat to the base of the lithosphere to balance the conductive heat flow and the long-time survival of a thick lithospherein an actively convecting
system. They have shown that it is necessaryto invoke both a compositional density contrast and a viscosity contrast between the lithosphere and the convecting mantle. Both types of contrastsare produced
simultaneouslyby basalt extraction. The dehydration

[Guillouet al., 1994,Guillou-Frottier
et al., 1995]and of the solidresidueincreases
its viscosity[Pollack,1986;
is wider than severalcrustalthicknesses.Heat produc- Hirth andKohlstedt,1996].Partial meltingdepletesthe
tion ratescannotbe uniformlylowthroughoutthe large mantle in incompatible elements,implying low residual
crustal volume sampled. For the estimated 40 km thick

uranium

crust, we calculate a lower bound of 16 mW m-• for
crustal heat production and a mantle heat flow value of

radiogenicheat production. Supportfor the existenceof
a compositional density contrast comesfrom the study
of geoidanomalies[Turcotteand McAdoo,1979;Doin
et al., 1996].

12 mW m -•.

Thesesimplecalculations
dependon the averageheat
production of lower crustal material. In the Pikwitonei

and Kapuskasingareas, the deepestcrustal levelshave
not been sampledand one couldarguethat large proportions of mafic rocks poor in radioelements lie in
the deep crust. In the Ivrea Zone, Italy, where a
crustal crosssectionextendingdown to the Moho is exposed,the averageheat production of the lower crustal

and thorium

In eastern

Canada

concentrations

the observations

and hence small

do not indicate

significantvariations of the mantle heat flow beneath
lithospheresof various ages, from the Arcbean to the
late

Proterozoic.

This

shows that

a stable

thermal

regime has been reachedin old continentallithosphere,

which requiresa supply of heat at depth (Figure 4).
One may entertain three types of physicalmechanisms

rocksis 0.40 •uWm-s [Galson,19831.In the south- for providing heat to the base of the lithosphere. The
eastern part of the Grenville, low heat flow values of

lithosphere may first be thought of as a passivebody

30-32mW m-• are foundin and aroundthe large which is rafted on top of oceanicmantle and exchanges
Sept-Ilesgabbroic/anorthositic
massif[Guillou-Frottier heat with it. This model is not compatible with a secet al., 1995]. Theseexposures
correspond
to the same ond class of models which are designedto investigate
structural crustal levelsas in the Egersund-Bambleareas of the SouthernNorwegianShield and are made of
the samerock types. The extensiveNorwegiandata set

leadsto a reliableestimateof 0.40/•W m-s forheatproductionin the granulite-facies
crust[Pinet andJaupart,
19871
. The crust belowthesetwo areasmust be made

O

Tm

Temperature

Conductive

boundarylayer

of the samegranulite-faciesmaterial becausethere are
no thrust faults. The Egersundheat flow value is 21

mW m-•' [Swanberg
et al., 1974].Forcomparison
with
the Sept-Ilesvalue, it must be correctedfor the effectsof
Pleistoceneglaciation,which leadsto 24-26 mW m-2.
The heat flow difference of • 6 mW m -• is associated
with •

Small-scale
convection

14 km difference in crustal thickness between

SouthernNorway[Pinet and Jaupart,1987]and the
Sept-Ilesarea. This impliesan averageheat produc- Figure 4. The model lithosphereshowingthe conduction of about0.43/•W m-s, not significantly
different tive part and the unstableboundary layer beneath.
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the dynamical consequencesof thick, and therefore insulating, continentallithosphere. It may be shownthat
the continents generate large-scale thermal anomalies
in the mantle, which in turn induce convectivecurrents
whose dimensions depend on the width of continents

vection. The laboratory experimentswere made for different rates of viscosityvariations as a function of temperature and for different viscositycontrasts. Davaille

and Jaupart[1993b]havesuccesfully
appliedtheir re-

sults to lava lakes, where the effectsof convectioncan be
[Gumis, 1988; Zhongand Gurnis, 1993; Lenafdicand recorded directly. This indicatesthat the scalinglaws
Kaula, 1996; Guillou and Jaupart,1995]. In thesetwo are applicable to a wide range of variable viscositymatypes of models, the continental lithospherehas spec- terials. The same scalinglaws were obtained by numerified characteristics,that is, thickness,rheology,and ical calculationsover a large range of Rayleigh numbers
density, and the problem of what determines them is and viscositycontrasts(O. Grasset,personalcommuni-

not addressed. A di•culty is that it is not possible
to study the continental problem independentlyof convection through the whole mantle. A third mechanism
to provide heat is small-scale convection, which can be
studied extensively and locally. We determine the conditions for small-scaleconvectionto supply the required
heat flux at the base of the continental lithosphereand
we calculate the thickness of the lithosphere and the
temperature of the underlying mantle. We also discuss
transient conditionsover geologicaltime scales.
3.2.

Small-Scale

Convection

cation, 1997; C.$otin, personalcommunication,
1997]
and with non-Newtonian fluids with temperature and

pressuredependentviscosity[Doin et al., 1997].In this
case,one must take the viscosityparametersat the top
of the unstable boundary layer, that is, at the base of

the stagnantand conductinglid (Figure 4).
Scalingshave also been obtained for the temperature
differenceacrossthe convectiveboundary layer AT and

the thicknessof thisboundarylayer5 [DavailleandJaupart, 1993a]:

in Variable

AT

•

2.2ATv

(3)

Viscosity Liquids

agAT)
-x/3(4)

The Earth's mantle is cooled from the top and has a
5 • 6.2 AT
large temperature differenceacrossits upper boundary
layer. This temperature differenceimplies large viscos- where AT,• - T,• -To is the temperature difference
ity variations. In such conditions,the upper part of the acrossthe stagnantand conductivelid (i.e., the lithoboundary layer is not involved in convectiveinstabili- sphere). These parametersallow us to calculatethe
ties and remainsstagnant[Richteret al., 1983;Fleitout temperature in the well-mixed mantle below the conand Yuen, 1984; Buck and Parmentier, 1986; White, vective boundary layer.

1988;Ogawaet al., 1991;Davaille and Jaupart,1993a].
Convection is confined to a relatively thin layer where
viscosity variations are small, and its characteristicsde-

3.3. The Heat Flux Supplied to the Base of the
Lithosphere

pend on the viscosityfunction [Jaupartand Parsons, These results can be applied to the continental litho1985]. Small-scaleconvection
is a featureof manycon- sphere once the rheology of the upper mantle rocks is
vectionmodels(seethe discussion
by Davaille and Jau- specified.Kavatoand Wu [1993]havesummarizedcurpart [1994])andmay coexistwith large-scale
convective rent knowledgebased on laboratory measurements,the
currentswith little modification[Parsonsand McKen- solid-state physics of deformation in minerals at high
zie, 1978;Doin et al., 1997].
temperature as well as constraints from postglacial reA recentlaboratory study at large viscositycontrasts boundstudies.The strain rate/stressrelationtakesthe
[Davaille and Jaupart,1993a]has shownthat convec- general form:
tion depends solely on variables defined locally in the
unstable boundary layer. For a given interior temperature Tin, the convectiveheat flux Q does not depend
on the surfacetemperature and is given by

Q- 0.47kin(
ag)x/3ATv4/3
•ly m

(1)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, kin, a, •, and
Ym are thermal conductivity, coefficientof thermal expansion, thermal diffusivity, and kinematic viscosity,respectively. ATv is the convectivetemperature scaledefined as

XTv = -

.(Zm)
(d/•/dT)(Tm)

where /• is viscosity. This equation was derived from
scalingargumentsand laboratory measurementsof con-

•

-(•

+ •V)

• --A(•cr)n(•)
TM
exp( RT

)

(5)

where A is a constant, • is the shear modulus, and
b is the length of the Burgers vector, d is the grain
size, and E and V are the activation energy and vol-

ume,respectively.FollowingKarato and Wu [19931,we
take • - 8 x 10•ø Pa, b- 5 x 10-lø m, and d- 1
min.

Values for coefficient

A are also taken from their

paper. The exponents n and m depend on the creep
mechanism. For dry and wet dislocationcreep, n • 3.5
and • 3.0, respectively,and m - 0; for diffusioncreep,
n • I and m • 3. The effectiveviscosity• is determined by

/•-- A_•]/e
•iT0
•_•(•)
dmexp(E+PV
RT )

(6)
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where a0 is the second-order stress invariant. Introduc-

ing the valuesof the parametersin (6), we obtain the
final relationship'
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Table 4. Physical Properties of Lithosphere and
Upper Mantle
Parameter

E+PV

/•- C exp
( RT )

(7)

Value

Thermal conductivity
Crust -!- lithosphere, k L
Convectingmantle, k,•
Thermal diffusivity, n
Thermal expansion coetficient,
Mantle density, p,•

2.8 W m -x K -x
3.2 W m -1 K -x
8 x 10-7 m •' S--1
4 x 10-SK -x

where C is a constant for diffusion creep; and C depends on the stresslevel for dislocation creep. In the
3.3 Mg m-s
present paper, we chosea value of 1 MPa for the stress
level due to small-scale convection. However, it will
be seen that dislocation creep cannot account for the
observedmantle heat flow regardlessof the reference
stress level chosen. Table 3 gives the parameter values relevant to the upper mantle for four deforma- away from upwellings and subduction zones, the reftion mechanisms- dislocation creep in dry and water- erence isentropic decompressionpath correspondsto a

saturated ("wet") olivine, diffusioncreep in dry and potentialtemperatureof about 1550K [McKenzieand
water-saturated("wet") olivine. Accordingto Karato Bickle,1988].At 250km, thispredictsa temperatureof
and Wu [1993],the mostlikelydeformation
mechanism about 1700 K. The uncertainty on this estimate is probdeeper than • 200 km is diffusion creep in rocks containing some water without being saturated. For the
subcontinental mantle, therefore, one expects a linear
rheology with parameters between those for dry and

ably • 50 K. Seismic tomography results do not indicate that

the mantle

is hotter

beneath

continents

than

oceans[Anderson,
1990].Thustheseconsiderations
rule

out dry diffusion creep as a rheology compatible with
the heat flux and the mantle temperature. Wet diffusion creep, or a rheology intermediate between dry and
To evaluate these results in the context of the heat
flow constraints,we first fix the base of the lithosphere wet diffusion creep in olivine, meets the constraints.
We also calculate viscosity values at the same referat a depth of 250 km. We use values for the relevant
physical properties listed in Table 4. Thermal conduc- encedepth of 250 km (Figure 6). Postglacialrebound
tivity dependsmostly on temperature for the pressure studies yield an average viscosity for the upper manwet olivine.

range of this problem and includesthe effectsof both tle beneaththe lithospherewhichis between1021and
to various
authors[McConnell,
phonons and photons. Below the lithosphere, tempera- 5 x 10•'xPa s, according
tures are larger than 1550 K, and available laboratory 1968;Peltier, 1981;Nakada,1983].For diffusioncreep,
measurementsindicate a value of thermal conductivity viscosityincreaseswith depth through the upper man• 3.2 W m-• K-x [SchatzandSimmons,
1972;Royet tle along an isentropictemperature profile by a factor of
al., 1981;$chSrmeli,1979].We return to this question about 20. For dislocation creep, this increaseis several
later, but we note that becausethe convectiveheat flux orders of magnitude larger. Thus the average upper
depends
on k•'/3,it is not verysensitive
to the specific mantle viscosity values imply that the local viscosity
value chosen. For a given viscositylaw, temperature is at the base of the lithosphere should lie between about

the onlyunknown.Using(1) for the small-scale
convec- 102øand 5 x 10•'øPa s for diffusioncreepand shouldbe
creep.Figure6 shows
tion heat flux, we calculate heat flow as a function of lessthan 10•s Pa s for dislocation
temperature(Figure 5). For the purposesof discussion, that mantle heat flow valuesfor diffusioncreepare comwe considera rangeof 10-14mW m-•' for the man- patible with the postglacialrebound constraints.
The above results are modified only slightly if other
tle heat flow. For these values, dry-dislocation creep
requires temperatures in excessof 2050 K. The other
creep mechanisms require temperatures between 1550
and 1900 K. In the well-mixed oceanic upper mantle,

values for the physical properties are selected within
their probable ranges. The activation volume has a
negligible effect on the results if it is varied between

the boundsquotedby Karato and Wu [1993].

Table 3. Parameters for Mantle Viscosity Laws
C,

E,

V,

CreepMechanism
Pa s
kJ mol-x cmS.mol
-x
Dry diffusion
5.19 x 10xø
300
6
Wet diffusion
Dry dislocation
Wet dislocation

8.55 x 10TM
4.14
2.56 x 10•'

240
540
430

5
20
15

The parameters for dislocation creep have been calculated
for a reference

stress level of I MPa.

In conclusion, the mantle heat flow values derived
in section 2 may be supplied to the base of the continental lithosphereif the deformation mechanismof the
upper mantle is diffusion creep. The predictions for
wet diffusioncreep are in agreementwith all available
constraints,that is, viscosityvaluesfrom postglacialrebound studies, the likely range of continental mantle
temperatures.

3.4. Thickness of the Lithosphere

In steady state conditions, the mantle heat flow is
transported by conductionthrough the lithosphere.
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al., 1981] and gives an averageconductivityvalue of
3.0 W m-1 K -1 in the 273-1600K temperaturerange.
It may be emphasizedthat, becauseof (8) for temper-

•,•40

ature, the average conductivity value does not lead to

the averagegeotherm.The uncertaintyon thermal conductivity is difficult to assess. The difficulty of making measurementsat high temperaturesimplies a small
data set [Schatzand Simmons,1972]. Other sources
of
uncertaintyare dueto anisotropy[SchSrmeli,
1979]and

20

to the fact that

o

15oo

1600

1700

MANTLE

1800

TEMPERATURE

1900

measurements

are made on individual

minerals, which makes the evaluation of the bulk property of the polycrystalline mantle assemblagedifficult.
It is thereforeusefulto make direct large-scaleestimates
on the oceaniclithosphere. This may be achievedusing
the systematicsof heat flow, depth and geoid anoma-

lies in young ocean basins [Lister, 1982; Gibert and
Courtillot,1990;DoucourdandPatfiat, 1992]and leads

(K)

Figure 5. Mantle heat flow supplied by small-scale
convection as a function of mantle temperature at 250

to bulk conductivity values in the range of 2.7 - 2.9

W m-1 K -1. These are significantlylower than fre-

km depth. Three different creep laws have been used, quently assumedvalues, as already emphasizedby Lister [1982],and are compatiblewith the predictionsof
with parameters given in Tables 3 and 4.

(9). We found that differencesare negligiblebetween
calculationswith a conductivitygivenby (9) and with
a constantconductivityvalueof 2.8 W m-1 K -1. From
Thus one may calculate the vertical temperature profile this discussionwe estimate that the uncertainty on confrom the surfacedownwardsusingheat flow constraints. ductivity at high temperatureis lessthan 20%.
With these values, we may calculate a geothermfor
We may write the temperature in the mantle part of the
a
given
valueof mantleheat flow. We shallrequirethat
lithosphere as follows:
the sameheat flow is suppliedby small-scaleconvection

beneaththe lithosphere,using(1) andviscosityfunction
(7), whichprovidesa secondrelationshipbetweentemperatureand depth. The two temperatureversusdepth
where the mantle conductivity kœdependson tempera- curvesintersectat a giventemperatureanddepth(Figture. Tc is the temperature at the Moho discontinuity, ure 7). This definesthe stablesolution,that is, such

ZQ•
- Tc+o•z

(s)

which dependson the surfaceheat flow Q s, on the distribution of radiogenicheat productionin the crust and
on the values of conductivity of crustal rock types. De-

that the conductive heat flux acrossthe lithosphere is

suppliedby small-scaleconvectionunderneathit. The
characteristics of small-scale convection are evaluated

tailed calculations
for specificcases[Pinet et al., 1991]
yield for Tc a value of 673 + 100 K. Throughout most
of the following, we shall take a value of 673 K. We
shall neglect heat generationin the mantle part of the
lithosphere becauseit is likely to be very small.
The value of thermal conductivity kœis critical. Thermal conductivity depends mostly on temperature for
the pressurerange of this problem and includesthe effects of both phonons and photons. Thermal conduc-

20

E

ture:

DEPTH

E
v

tivity hasa typicalaveragevalueof 2.5 W m-1 K -• in
the continentalcrust [•'lauserand Huenges,1995]and
is expected to increasein the mantle part of the lithosphere. We have used the following equation for the
mantle thermal conductivity as a function of tempera-

250 km

15

Wet %
Diffusion

I--

<I:

•

"'-

5

Dry Diffusion

Dislocation

o

1

1 020

k•(T)-0.174
+0.000265
T +0.368
10
-9T3 (9)

1 021

1 022

VISCOSITY (Pa s)

whereT is in kelvins[Doin and Fleitout,1996]. This Figure 6. Mantle viscosity as a function of mantle
equation is consistentwith the availablelaboratory data

heat flow for a depth of 250 km for the same casesas

[Schatzand Simmons,1972; SchSrmeli,1979; Roy et Figure 5.
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L-(water-saturated diffusion creep)
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_
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HEATFLOW(mWm'2)
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Figure ?. Temperature profile through the conduc300

tive lithosphere
for a mantleheatflowof 12 mW m-2.
Also shownis the relationship between depth and temperature which is requiredfor small-scaleconvectionto
supply the same heat flux.

'•

•

z

for the values of temperature and pressureat the base
of the conductionregion. Thus onemust add the unsta- m
ble boundary layer in order to reachthe fully convecting m

_

250

mantle(Figure4). For our purposes
it is moreusefulto
use the purely conductive upper layer becauseit is this

O

layerwhichsurvives
overlargetimescales.

-r

Figure 8a showsthe lithospherethicknessas a function of mantle heat flow for both dry and wet diffusion

'

Wet
diffusion
creep-

••

ILl

•høtemper
I
"•,-• • k=3.O

(b)
20O
11

10

12

13

14

15

HEATFLOW(mWm'2)

creep.For a mantleheatflowvaluefixedat 13mW m-2
(seeabove),we find a rangeof 240-320km due to the
uncertaintyon the watercontentof mantleminerals.A

400

recentstudy[HirthandKohlstedt,
1996]suggests
that
thewatercontents
of mantleminerals
aresufficient
to

•

350

•,

Temperature-dependent

bring the creep parameterscloseto water saturation
values. In this case, the "wet" values adopted in this
paper would be closest to reality. The numerical results are sensitiveneither to the valuesof thermal con-

ductivity adopted(Figure 8b) nor to the specificMoho

300

rr

temperature
selected
(Figure8c)ß Changing
theMoho m
't'
temperature
by100K changes
thelithosphere
thickness
by lessthan 25 km. The effectof increasing
the Moho
temperature, for example, is compensatedby the larger

values
ofmantle
conductivity.
The range of lithosphericthicknessescould be narrowed down by adding constraintsfrom other geophysical studies, but this is outside the scopeof this paper.
For a given creep law, the lithospherethicknessis sensitive to the mantle heat flow value (Figure 8a). In
contrast, the basal temperature doesnot changemuch
when the mantle heat flow is varied within its probable
range (Figure 9). The reasonfor this behavioris that
viscosityis very sensitiveto temperature and much less
so to pressurebecauseof the relatively small value of
the activation volume. For example, for wet diffusion
creep, the basal temperature is constrainedto lie between 1615 K and 1635 K for mantle heat flow values

250

-

"-2'.-_'"'---_

200

O
150
8

10

12

14

16

18

20

HEATFLOW(rowm'•)
Figure 8. (a) Lithospherethicknessas a functionof
mantle heat flow for diffusion creep. The Moho tem-

perature is taken to be 673 K. (b) Lithospherethickness as a function

of mantle heat flow for "wet" diffu-

sion creep law. The thermal conductivity of the litho-

sphereis takento be 2.8 W m-1 K -1 (solidcurve),3.0
W m-1 K -1 (longdashes),and fully temperaturedependent(small dashes). (c) Lithospherethicknessas
a function of mantle heat flow for wet diffusion creep

and for three differentMoho temperatures(in kelvins).
Thermal conductivity varies with temperature in the
lithosphere.
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shall addressthe question of the thicknessof this thermal lithosphere. We shall first assumethat the mantle
temperature remains constant through time. For this
discussionwe considerthe case of wet diffusioncreep,
becauseit providesthe most satisfactoryfit to the observations. Conclusionswould be quantitatively differ-

1650

•,
n'

LU 1640
<r

1630

=

1620

<r

1610

•__
[

Wet
diffusion
creep __•
_•

Constant
thermal
conductivity

ent, but not qualitatively,for dry diffusionrheology.
For a given mantle rheology, we determine h the
thicknessof a thermally stable lithosphere,as a function
of mantle temperatureTm (Figure 10). Initially, the
lithospheric thickness is fixed by compositionalbuoyancy. The equilibrium curve has a minimum for Tm -

1600

Tinf and h - hc. Above the curve, small-scaleconvection providesmore heat than can be transported by conHEATFLOW(mWm'2)
duction. This may have two consequences
dependingon
Figure 9. Temperature at the base of the lithosphere the behavior of the lithosphere. Small-scalecbnvection
as a function of mantle heat flow for small-scale convecmay heat the base of the lithosphere and thin it, which
10

12

14

16

18

20

tion in the wet diffusioncreepregime.

leadsto a steadystate regime (Figure 11). Alterna-

tively, if the lithospherecannot be thinned, because,for
instance,of its large compositionalcontrast, the mantle
in the rangeof 10-20mW m-2. The thickness
of the will heat up. Below the equilibrium curve, small-scale
unstable boundary layer is about 40 km, and the temconvectioncannot supply enough heat to balance conperature difference acrossit is about 170 K. Thus, for
ductive heat loss' the lithospherethickensby cooling.
the same range of mantle heat flow values and for a It is unlikely that the initial conditionsat the base of
given rheology, the temperature in the fully convect- the lithosphereare along the equilibrium curve, and we
ing mantle beneath continentsis predicted to be about discussthe variouspossibilitiesillustrated schematically
1770 K at a depth of 300 km.
in Figure 11. If the basal conditionsare initially above
In the mantle, temperature differencesshouldby def- the curve, a steady state can be achievedthrough heatinition be restricted to the lithospheresand their con- ing and thinning. Below the equilibrium curve, if the
vectiveboundary layers. Over largehorizontaldistances initial temperature is above Tinf, there are two possibilbetween continentsand oceans,however,there may be ities. For h <_hc, the lithospherecan thicken by cooling
temperature differencesdue to large-scaleconvective and basal conditionstend toward the equilibrium curve.

circulation[Zhongand Gumis,1993;Guillouand Jau- If, on the other hand, h >_hc, the lithosphere also thickpart, 1995]. Direct temperatureestimatesin the con- ens due to cooling,but this drivesthe basal conditions
vecting oceanic mantle can be derived from the cool- away from the equilibrium curve and the lithosphere
ing behavior of the oceanic lithosphere and from the thickens indefinitely.
amount and compositionof mid-oceanridge theoleiites.
For the wet diffusion case, which meets all available

McKenzieandBickle[1988]haveproposed
a meanpo-

tential temperature of 1553 K. Uncertainties in this estimate are difficult to quantify, in particular because
the temperature of mid-ocean ridge basalt sourcesis
not uniform. For the sake of discussion,we consideran

uncertaintyof +50 K. At the depth of 300 km, temperatures prevailing in the well-mixed oceanic mantle are
probably in the range of 1690 and 1790 K. This range
encompasses
our estimate for a diffusioncreep mechanism. Thus a low heat flow through continents,which
suggestsan insulatingeffect,doesnot necessarilyimply
an anomalouslyhigh mantle temperature.

4. Stability of Continental Lithosphere
4.1. Lithosphere

Evolution

constraints(seeabove),the minimumbasaltempera-
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It has been suggestedthat the continentallithosphere
DEPTH TO BASE (krn)
is stabilized by both its intrinsic density differencewith
respect to oceanic mantle and by its enhanced viscos- Figure 10. Conditionsat the baseof the lithospherein
ity [Jordan,1978; Doin et al., 1997]. This impliesa the wet diffusioncreepregime. Each point of the curve
compositional and a thicker thermal lithosphere. We correspondsto a different heat flow.
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ture corresponds
to a mantleheat flow of 13 mW m-2
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Such temperature changesare monotonousand imply

and a thickness of 240 km. The stability considerations significantchangesfor heat flow due to small-scalecondevelopedabove imply that the stable mantle heat flow vection(Figure 5). Considerthat, at someinitial time,
beneathcontinentsmust be larger than 13 mW m-2 a continental lithosphere stabilizes by basalt extraction.
and that the compositionallithospheremust be thinner We assumethat this initial lithosphereis at equilibrium,
than 240 kin. The condition of stability and the esti- with its basal temperature along the equilibrium curve
mates of mantle flow from the Canadian Shield give the of Figure 11. As the mantle temperature decreases,the
restrictedrangeof 13-15mW m-2 for a stableregime. lithosphere must thicken to remain on the equilibrium
For dry diffusion, the same reasoningleads to a mini- curve. The initial thickness is therefore constrained to
mum mantle heat flow of 17 mW m -2 and a maximum

lithospherethicknessof 250 km. This rheologyis therefore not compatible with our estimates of mantle heat
flow in the Canadian Shield. We had already rejected
it on the basis of its requirementsfor the mantle tem-

approximate the variation of heat flow by an exponen-

tial decaywith a characteristic
time of • 3 x 109years.
Over the large time scalesof interest here, conductive
adjustment of lithosphere thickness can be considered

perature.

4.2. Time-Dependent

rapid (Appendix C). If the lithospherewas thick initially, its diffusivetime scaleis largeand the present-day

Conditions

mantle

The lithosphere moveswith respect to the convecting mantle, and its base is likely to be subjected to
variations in temperature and heat flux. In this case,
the definition of the lithospheremust be understoodas
a time average. Two different types of time variations
must be considered:

be smallerthan the maximumvalue (he _<240 km for
wet diffusioncreep). Another argumentreinforcesthis
conclusion.We use the calculationsof Appendix B and

short-time

scale fluctuations

due to

hot spotsor to hotter regionsof the mantle,and longtime scale variations due, for example, to the rundown
of mantle radioactivity. The effect of time variations
in the lower boundary conditions are examined in the
Appendices. The main point is that becausethe continental lithosphere is much thicker that its oceaniccounterpart, rapid temperature fluctuations are smoothed
out, and the measuredvalue of surface heat flow only
records variations over long time scales. If we assume
that the lithosphere thickness L is 240 km, which is

our preferredsolution,for a diffusivityof 10-6m2s-•
the characteristic
diffusion
time r - L2/n is verylarge
(m 2x 109years).Thisimpliesthat thesurface
heatflow
only recordschangesof basaltemperature and heat flux

overperiodslongerthan aboutI Gyr (AppendixA).
The lithosphere must be stable to fluctuations of
mantle temperature, even though the effects are not
recordedby the surfaceheat flow. If, at somearbitrary
time, basal conditions are in equilibrium on the curve

heat flow must be smaller than the estimate

rived from surface measurements.

For h -

de-

200 km the

true mantle heat flow today is lessthan 80% of the sur-

face estimate (Figure 12). This displaceslithospheric
conditionsaway from the equilibriumcurve. This argument suggeststhat the lithospherehas thickenedwith
time and that it is presently near the maximum stable
thickness.

5.

Conclusions

The SuperiorProvinceis the largestArcheancraton.
The analysisof the Canadian Shield heat flow data cannot be generalizedto other shield areas without careful

considerationof the local variationsin crustal composition and structure. Nevertheless,models of heat flow
and cratonic evolution must at least be consistent with
Shield data.

the Canadian

From global chemicalbudgetsand a detailedstudy of
crustal structure in the Abitibi provinceof the Superior
Province, the mantle heat flow beneath the Canadian
Shield is constrained to be between 7 and 15 mW m -2.

The requirementthat the lithosphereis thermally stable becauseof small-scaleconvectionimplies that the
mantle heat flow cannot be less than 13 mW m -2.

(Figure 11), changingmantle temperaturemight drive

One therefore arrives at a rather tight range of 13-15

the lithosphere away from equlibrium. For h _< hc,

mW m -2 for the mantle heat flow and 200-250 km for

a new steady state can be reached(Figure 11). For

the thicknessof the conductivelithosphere. For the total boundary layer beneath the Canadian Shield, which
includes a layer unstable to small scale convection,the
range is about 240-290 km. This is the depth below
which one should expect small temperature differences

h _>hc the fluctuations drive the lithosphereaway from
the curve.

One may also considerlong-term changesof mantle
temperaturesdue to secularcooling.Accordingto measurements of the sorucetemperatures of fossil mantle
melts, the mantle temperaturehas been decreasingat a

between

cratons

and oceanic basins.

These estimates

depend somewhat on the values of a host of physical
rate of about 100K/Gyr for at least2 Ga [Nisbetet al., properties, such as thermal expansion,thermal conduc1993;Abbottet al., 1994].Sucha temperaturedecrease tivity, as well as the parametersof the creep law, but
remains uncertain, becauseit is based on a simple pa- the agreement between totally independentestimatesis
rameterization of melting, but it is unlikely that the encouraging. One point of this paper is that one cannot
mantle has been heating over the last few billion years. determine the thicknessof the lithosphere with a sin-
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gle method. Seismic tomography cannot separate between the conductive and convective boundary layers.
The downward continuation of geotherms does not allow determination of the base of the lithospherewithout
a boundary condition, that is, a convectivemodel specifying how the mantle heat flow is maintained. Within
the framework of a given mechanismof convectiveheat
transport, a given value of the mantle heat flow implies
a tightly constrainedvalue for the mantle temperature.
The model requires the presenceof a compositional
boundary layer which is mechanically stable, that is,
which does not thin appreciably due to shear stresses

where K is the thermal conductivity. For cot >> 1, that
is, the period of the heat flow variation is much smaller
than the heat conduction time for the lithosphere, the

surface
heatflowvariation
is(O(exp
(- V/cot/2))andcan
be neglected.
For example, if the period of fluctuations is one half
of the heat conduction time, the amplitude of heat flow
variations is less than 9% of the variation at depth.
Thus, for the purposesof this study, one only need dis-

cussvariationsoverperiodslongerthan r/2.

associated
with large-scaleconvectivemotions[Doin et
al., 1997]. There is no reasonto assumethat tempera- Appendix
ture is horizontally uniform within this layer, nor that
its base lies at the same depth acrossthe whole North
American

continent.

Across the Canadian

B- Secular Decrease in Heat

Flow

The

secular decrease in heat flow from the mantle

Shield and

Qm due to the rundown of radioactive elementscan be
in the Appalachiansthe different crustal compositions approximated by

imply differentMoho temperatures[Pinet et al., 1991;

J.C. Mareschal et al., Heat flow and deep structure near
the edgeof the Canadian Shield, submitted to Canadian

Qm(t) - Qm exp(-At)

(B1)

Journalof Earth Sciences,
1998](hereinafterreferredto where t is time and the decay constant A is of the order
as Mareschalet al., submittedmanuscript,1998). As of 3 x 10-lø yr-1. Because
of the lithsophere
thickness,
shown by Figure 9, such differencesimply a correla- the decrease in surface heat flow will lag behind the
tion between geologicalage and lithospherethickness, decrease in heat flow at the base of the lithosphere.
although mantle heat flow is the same.
This effect can be calculated from the solution of the
heat equation. The surface heat flow is obtained as
Appendix A.' Periodic Changes of

Boundary Conditions at the Base of the
Lithosphere
If the lithospheremovesover hot spots, it experiences variations of temperature and heat flux at its
base.

If the variation

in heat flow at the base of

Q0(t)

exp(-At)

+•r
Z (-)n(2n
q-1)exp
q-1)•r•t/4r]
(B2)
Ar(2n[-(2n
+ 1)e•r•/4
n--0

the lithosphereis approximatedby a periodicfunction,
Qœ(t) = AQ cos(cot). For constantsurfacetemperature the solutionto the heat equationyieldsthe surface
heat flow:

1cos
(cot
- •)exp •2--T-r
+cos(cot
+•) exp
-V•r

Qort)--•

cosh2
•¾_sin2
•r

(A1) wherer = L2/n. This solutionis the sumof a longwherer = L2/• and • is the thermaldiffusivity.The term evolution and an initial transient which depends
series is made of exponentially decreasingterms that
can be neglectedfor large t when the effect of the initial condition has decayed. For cot >> 1, that is, the
period of the heat flow variation is much smaller than

on the initial

condition.

If t/r > 1, the surfaceheat flow is not sensitiveto
the poorly known initial condition and is approximately
given by

the heat conductiontime for the lithosphere,the sur-

faceheatflowvariationis (0(exp(-•/cor/2)) andcan
be neglected.
If a periodic changein temperature AT coscotis assumed at the lower boundary, the solution of the heat
equation gives for the surface heat flow:

Qo(t)

Qo(t) -

Qm exp(-At)

Qm(t)

(B3)

For L - 250 km, r • 2 x 10ø years. For A m 3 x
10-1ø yr-1, the correction
is not negligible.

-7[cos - V/qr- ¾)
exp
V/•22
--r- cos(cot
+• +•)exp-•]
(A2)

=
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Appendix C' Secular Cooling and
Lithospheric Thickening

Q

In order to model the effect of the secular decrease in

mantle heat flow on the thicknessof the lithosphere,the
baseof the lithosphereis definedby given viscosity,that
Q <Q
is, a depth above which mantle material is too strong
to deform significantly. For a temperature and presTinf
sure dependentrheology,this may be approximated by
a linear function relating basal temperature to depth,
Tra = To + •/gpz where • is the slope of the softening
curve, p is the lithosphere density, and g is the acceleration of gravity. The temperature and lithosphere
Figure 11. Relationship between mantle temperature
thicknessfollowing a stepwisechangein heat flow AQ
and lithosphere thickness. Above the curve, the heat
flow suppliedby small-scaleconvectionexceedsthe heat at the base of the lithosphere can be determined in a
[Glikoand Mareschal,1989].The
conducted across the lithosphere. Below the curve the linearapproximation
heat supplied is less than the equilibrium conductive lithospherethicknessL(t) is givenby
heat flow.

For a secular decreaseof temperature at the base of
the lithosphere, specifiedby

Tin(t) - T,•(0) exp(-Xt)

(B4)

L(t)- Lo K(/•-•/gp)• +'" (C1)
where L0 is the initial lithosphere thickness, K is the
thermal conductivity, /• is the temperature gradient,

andr - L•/n. Forthe seculardecrease
in mantleheat

we find the long-term solution,independentof the ini-

flow, Q(t) = Qm exp(-Xt), the linear approximation

tial condition:

yields for At < 1'

Qo(t)xr•(t)
•;v/• =Q"•
v•
• sin
(t)sin

(•)

where K is the thermal conductivity. This transient
has a similar expressionthan the one for a decreasing
heat flux. In practice, the mantle temperature decreases
by a few hundred degreesper billion years, and this
representsa small fractional change. Thus, if one uses
an exponential law to approximate this seculardecrease,
the "effective" decay constant is much smaller than in
the previous calculation. The correction is therefore

4At
/t__

L(t)=Lo• +•-¾• +O((tl•)
•/•)

(C2)

The lithospheric thicknessin equilibrium with surface

heat flow (equation(B3)) is
•:•(t) • 5o (• + x(t- •/2) + ..)

(c3)

Retaining only the low-order terms, we obtain the difference between the lithospheric thickness and the apparent thicknessdetermined from surfaceheat flow:

small.

AL- Lo õAt •rr- X(t-r12)

(C4)

This equation above is limited to the leading terms
of the seriesexpansionand is valid only for Xr < I and

0.9

At < 1. With

the same values for X and r as used in

AppendixB, we find that for t - 109years,AL/L •
10%.
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